ELECTION NOTICE - 2021

As provided under Article 3 (i) of the Constitution of the Indian Sociological Society (ISS), the term of the office-bearers and five members of the present Managing Committee (MC) is expiring on 31st December, 2021. In accordance with the Constitution of the Society, the following five members, who were elected to the MC in 2016, retire: S Gurusamy (Dindigul), Manish Kumar Verma (Lucknow), Mohammad Akram (Aligarh), Sanjay B Salunke (Aurangabad), Satish Sharma (Chandigarh).

Life Members whose membership has been accepted by the MC Meeting on (30th August 2020), that is, up to LMI No. 4936 are eligible to vote. All Life Members are asked to provide their emails and register themselves for online voting. The list of Life Members whose confirmed emails are available in the Society's office as of 16th November, 2021 will be uploaded as the list of Online voters.

The ISS has appointed Professor Vivek Kumar (vivekamedkar@yahoo.com) as an Election Officer of the election – 2021. As per the rule, an Election officer will be announcing the election schedule on 26th October, 2021 on the website of the society.
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